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Over-Receiving Capabilities

E-Receive provides a streamlined workflow for the inbound
receiving process by adding bar code scanning support to
your warehouse receiving area. The E-Receive module is
completely embedded within Microsoft® Dynamics™ NAV, so
it automatically updates business system functions such as
receipts against purchase orders and inventory.

E-Receive enable over-receive capabilities, while reducing
the administration time required when receiving. Enabling
the quickest possible put-away time, it records the fact that
there is an over-receipt, and provides the user with information
if other relevant documents for the same item exist.

Using E-Receive, warehouse employees scan bar-codelabeled items or cases, allowing for rapid and accurate
WMS document update inside of Dynamics NAV.

PO Line Over Receive Dialog

Capturing Product Data
E-Receive enables the user to update the Item Card
information as needed during the receiving process,
providing the ultimate update process where it is most
effective. When interfaced with a scale, precise gross
weight can be captured automatically.

Bar Code Labeling

Inbound Trade Documents

E-Receive provides bar code label printing at the receiving
point. Enjoy increased performance, avoiding delays in
picking and shipping when time is short, by bar code
labeling each new item or palette as it is received.

Supports all inbound trade documents, Purchase Orders, Sales
Returns, Transfers, Purchase Invoices and Sales Credit Memos.

Lot and Serial Number Tracking
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Lot and Serial number records can be created when E-Receive
is used with Dynamics NAV Item Tracking. The Lot/Serial
number can be embedded in the bar code that is printed
during the receiving process.

MICROSOFT GOLD CERTIFIED PARTNER

About the Developer
Lanham Associates® began its relationship with Navision
Software in 1997 by creating the product’s first distribution
functionality, Advanced Distribution. A Gold-Certified
Microsoft Dynamics ISV (Independent Software Vendor),
Lanham Associates has been creating complementary supply
chain planning and execution products inside Dynamics NAV
ever since.

Lot Entry Dialog

Item Cross References
E-Receive enables users to create cross references for goods
when appropriate, when the vendor changes the bar code,
or when a new unit of measure is added. The Item Cross
Reference table is updated in real-time.

Microsoft Dynamics® NAV Client
Keeping things simple, E-Receive uses an NAV client for the
most efficient and easy access to the database.

Module Information
Module Description

Module
Number

E-Receive
*Required

14000850

Scales Interface

14000720

Label Formatter

14000790

Hardware Requirements
• S ymbol model LS 4208 or equivalent
•E
 lectronic Scales using RS232 interface (Check currently
supported models at www.lanhamassoc.com)
•E
 ltron or Zebra barcode printer
•C
 omputer workstation, 1 GHZ processor, RS232 serial
port, parallel printer port, and network connection

Current products include ACE – Advanced Commerce ERP –
for Automotive, CPG, Electronics, and Sporting Goods; EDI;
E-Ship; E-Receive; Address Validation; AFP – Advanced
Forecasting and Procurement; ADCS Warehousing; Outbound
Warehouse Request; Credit Card Processing; and History &
Security Management.
Lanham also provides Absolute Value, a world class,
formula-based forecasting and multi-site replenishment
solution for distributors, allowing them to increase profits
while concurrently improving customer satisfaction with
unprecedented visibility. The product is available in a SaaS
or on-premise format, and can be used with any Microsoft®
Dynamics™ or independent ERP system.
Lanham Associates maintains high standards for product
excellence, and has been the recipient of both the
President’s Club and Inner Circle Awards many times since
being affiliated with Microsoft.

Contact Information
For more information contact your local Lanham reseller
or contact us at:
Lanham Associates, Headquarters
1 Meca Way
Norcross, GA 30093 USA
Voice: +1-678-379-4200, ext 105
E-Mail: LAInfo@lanhamassoc.com
Lanham Associates, EMEA
Bedrijvenpark Twente 305
7602 KL Almelo, Netherlands
Voice: +31 (0)10 7994145
E-Mail: LAInfo@lanhamassoc.com
More information is available on this and other products at
www.lanhamassoc.com or www.absolutevalue-us.com.

